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Ejection of Belted Vehicle Occupants Due to Seat and Belt Failure in Rear
Impacts
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The goal of this presentation is to inform attendees how and why restrained vehicle occupants can be partially or completely ejected

Seat belts, seats, and head restraints are equally critical components of vehicle occupant protection systems. Based on human

tolerance to impact or presence of an occupant in the seat. No occupant protection requirements exist for rear impact or rollover.
Therefore, seats, head restraints, and seat belts predictably fail in moderate rear impacts and rollovers. When a seat fails rearward,

lap belts cause serious or fatal injury from submarining as well as partial or complete ejection in subsequent collision or rollover. In
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and others, and decades of consistently poor crash test results proving this danger, in

partial and complete ejection of belted occupants in crash testing and real-world collisions and rollovers. There have been numerous
crashes and rollovers investigated for this study where belts were properly worn and seats were upright prior to the crash. The belts
structures, were effectively restrained and protected by seats and head restraints that remained upright and belts that therefore remained
effective. Published crash and sled test research since the 1960s has consistently demonstrated that when seats fail, no effective lap belt
loads are generated prior to occupant contact with either the rear seat, other occupants, and/or ejection from the vehicle.
by-side testing of crashworthy seats and head restraints, resulting in belts that function as intended. This is compared with Original
Equipment Manufacturer
belts.

in upright seats beside them were unhurt.
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